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a visual language for parallel, object-oriented programming - 1 a visual language for parallel, objectoriented programming p.a. lee, m.d. hamilton, s. parastatidis school of computing science, university of
newcastle upon tyne cyclic debugging for psather, a parallel object-oriented ... - cyclic debugging for
psather, a parallel object-oriented programming language mark minas international computer science institute
1947 center street, suite 600 object-oriented programming and parallelism - the second paper, "parallel
object-oriented programming for parallel simulations", describes the work of francoise baude, fabrice belloncle,
denis caromel, nathalie furmento, and yves roudier in the university of nice of sophia antipolis, france, and
contributions of philippe mussi and gunther object-oriented modeling of parallel hardware systems object-oriented modelling of parallel hardware systems abstract object-oriented techniques like inheritance
promise great beneﬁts for the speciﬁcation and design of parallel parallelism in object=oriented
languages: a survey - ficiency, ease of use, and degree parallel activity. frequently, this was because the
concurrency features were added after the language was designed. unless concurr- ency, synchronization, and
communica- tion are carefully integrated, a parallel ob- ject-oriented language can be inefficient and difficult to
use. object-oriented languages object-oriented languages break a program down into ... object oriented
implementation of the parallel toolkit library - boise state university graduate college defense committee
and final reading approvals of the project submitted by sandhya vinnakota project title: object oriented
implementation of the parallel toolkit library object oriented parallel programming with c++ - fs.hlrs 36. — object oriented parallel programming with c++ — 36. 36-1 oo methods matthias müller slide 1
höchstleistungsrechenzentrum stuttgart object-oriented parallel programming - arxiv - velopment of
communication protocols, assembly and pars-ing of messages, and much of the associated code optimiza-tion,
is relegated to the compiler.
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